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ART OF DAILY PRACTICE
WELCOME
I AM Artist Nichole Rae. I AM a Healing Guide.
I CARRY the Art Of Daily Practice.
A COLLECTION OF JOURNALING + AFFIRMATION PRACTICES
to inspire your creative spirit + connect you with your present self.
I AM here to begin a daily practice with you
to bring inspiration + healing + guidance into your life.
These practices will guide you to
create space within to cultivate your vision.
For you to go forth feeling more inspired + connected in all that you do.

YOUR CREATIVE SPIRIT

Your love, truth, light, creativity, confidence, motivation, peace…

YOUR PRESENT SELF

Your physical body + breath

TO PRACTICE

(A choice. A declaration)
To go towards all you do in your life with love. This love carries space and in this space is your
inspiration, healing + guidance.

A DAILY PRACTICE

We cultivate a daily practice by declaring (stating out loud) that we have a daily practice.
Your daily practice may happen “daily” or when it feels well for you. Your practice will be unique to you.
When we begin to see our life as a practice it creates more space for what we most need.
Practice in all areas of your life. Practice your work. Practice in your relationships. Practice self care
(eating well, exercise, resting). Practice what you love (your hobbies, etc.) Practice practicing.
I use journals, pens + creative supplies to begin a daily practice with you.

THE JOURNALING PRACTICES

I AM Affirmations | Guidance Journaling | Creating Space “For-give” Journaling
Vision Journaling

“Create What You Most Need To Find”
Artist Nichole Rae carries a 15+ year foundation in art journaling. Nichole is student and teacher of the text
A Course In Miracles + has cultivated the Art Of Daily Practice, a creative healing practice. She is here as a
healing guide to begin a daily practice with you to create space within for inspiration + healing + guidance
through a collection of practices and tools. She is the author of Art Journal Art Journey, a beginners art journaling
book and her work has been featured in local + national publications. She has been a monthly guest on ND
Today Show + has collaborated in many regional events sharing her practices. Nichole leads workshops, private/
corporate events, 1:1 sessions. She carries a collection of online courses + tools for you to practice with her.
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T H E PR AC TI C E
CREATING SPACE “FOR-GIVE” JOURNALING
THE INTENTION
- To create space within your mind + body to bring inspiration + guidance + healing
- A tool to release heavy thoughts, emotions, feelings, beliefs, the “old story” + past memories
that are no longer serving you
- A way to shift fear | negative based thoughts to that of love | positivity

FOR-GIVE:

A choice to GIVE love | inspiration | positivity a way into your mind + heart for you to
SEE (with light) a different perspective with understanding + truth.

THE CREATIVE JOURNALING PRACTICE
Meet Your Journal + Pen
For each line write the affirmation to strengthen your practice

I FOR - GIVE
+

RELEASE …
Fill in the blank with what you carry that you would like to release
EXAMPLES: I FOR-GIVE + release not being enough. I FOR-GIVE + release my past. I FOR-GIVE +
release feeling anxious or any heavy feeling you may have. I FOR-GIVE + release a relationship I
carry.
To clear space work towards a list of 108 affirmations

THE AFFIRMATION PRACTICE

- PRACTICE speaking out-loud “I FOR-GIVE + RELEASE” + follow it with what you would like to
release.
- PRACTICE mindfully by saying “I FOR-GIVE + RELEASE” quietly in your mind + follow it with what
you would like to release.

GUIDANCE + INSPIRATION

Meet this practice with an open mind. This practice focuses on our meeting our thoughts with
intention and we address them at a thought level by using affirmations and journaling. You will gain
understanding as you practice. You can use this practice to release/ let go of anything that you
carry. You may feel resistance to practice this practice, this is a normal feeling + if you go forth you
will create much needed space. When we for-give we have space to receive guidance, healing,
clarity + understanding. We are able to create shifts in our perception when we FOR-GIVE. This
work is inspired by A Course In Miracles.
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THE PRACTIC E
I AM AFFIRMATIONS
THE INTENTION
- To inspire your creative spirit + connect you with your present self
- To quiet the negative voice/thinking + affirm the truth within you
- To bring positivity + inspiration + healing into your life
- To cultivate the energy within you to go towards your vision

I AM
The words we choose to place after the affirmation “I AM” we affirm to ourselves. This then
becomes what we think, what we see and how we live

THE CREATIVE JOURNALING PRACTICE

Meet Your Journal + Pen
For each line write the affirmation to strengthen your practice

I AM…
Fill in the blank with positive words/phrases
Use inspirational word list + begin by circling words that “catch your eye.”
Build a list of 108 affirmations | Have a separate journal to use as your “affirmation journal.”
Examples: I AM confident. I AM healthy. I AM trusting myself. I AM calm. I AM believing in me.
I AM following through. I AM trying new things. I AM following through.

THE AFFIRMATION PRACTICE

- PRACTICE reading your affirmations daily
- PRACTICE speaking out-loud your list of affirmations daily
- CREATE post-it note affirmations to have your home, work, car etc.

GUIDANCE + INSPIRATION

”Create new lists in times of transitions, change, new beginnings or when you feel challenged or
going through something “heavy.” You can use this practice + focus on a specific area of your life
such as your health | wellness, or your career | purpose. Allow yourself at least 10 minutes to settle
into the practice. The longer you stay in practice the more affirmations you will hear. The more you
practice reading + speaking your affirmations the more energy you will carry to cultivate these into
existence. “Yes”, sometimes hearing your own voice feels awkward. Go forth and be brave here.
Take your journal on your next travel/ trip and write a set of affirmations. Remember this practice
takes practice.
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ART OF DAILY PRACTICE

PRACTICING
BRAVE
OPEN
LEARNING
INSPIRED
CONFIDENT
AUTHENTIC
MOTIVATED
TRUTH
PRESENT
DETERMINED
BOLD
DEDICATED
ENOUGH
WHOLE
PATIENT
DEVOTED
GRATEFUL
BECOMING
BEGINNING
LISTENING
TRUSTING
JOY
GROUNDED
UNFOLDING
LIGHT
CENTERED
RISING
TAKING LEAPS
HAPPY

ABUNDANT
GOING TOWARDS
CHANGING
MOVING FORWARD
PROCESSING
CONTENT
EXPLORING
DISCOVERING
UNIQUE
SPIRITED
WELL
WORTHY
LEADING
RESTORED
DIVINE
SEEKING
RADIANT
COURAGEOUS
KIND
HEALTHY
ARMED WITH FAITH
GIVING
CREATING
BUILDING
EMBRACING THE NEW
PERSERVERING
SOULFUL
BELIEVING IN ME
DARING
OVERCOMING
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FREE
VIBRANT
HEALING
EMPOWERED
PASSIONATE
SUPPORTED
GENUINE
TEACHING
HOPEFUL
STRONG
ADVENTUROUS
LOVED
TRUE
CONNECTED
FORGIVING
POSITIVE
AWARE
PROUD
CARRYING STRENGTH
A MIRACLE
PERFECTLY MADE
CARRYING MY PURPOSE
LOVE
SHIFTING
SHINING BRIGHT
RECEIVING
MANIFESTING
WISE
SECURE
GOING FORTH
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BEAUTIFUL
OPEN TO LOVE
PRESENT WITHIN
CHOOSING LOVE
INDEPENDENT
FOLLOWING THROUGH
CULTIVATING MY VISION
CREATIVE
ON A NEW PATH
SHARING MY STORY
CARRYING LOVE
CAPABLE
LEADING BOLDLY
PREPARED
SPEAKING LOVE
BELIEVING IN MY ABILITY
TRUSTING MYSELF
CELEBRATING
SEEKING POSSIBILITIES
LIVING WITH INTENTION
TRUSTING MY INTUITION
HONORING MY JOURNEY
TRUSTING THE PROCESS
CONNECTING
CREATING WHAT I NEED
DESIRING
BELIEVING IN MY VISION
SPEAKING TRUTH
SHINING LIGHT
CARRYING LOVE
BECOMING ALL OF ME
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A PRACTICE OF AFFIRMATION
Inspirational Word List
You will begin circling words that “catch your eye or speak to you.” Some of these words
will feel light, neutral or heavy. The heavy bring “feels” because you do not believe them
to be true about you, this is ok. I ask as you go through to please circle these as well,
these are the ones you most need to practice.
1. During the practice SHINE LIGHT on where you invest your devotion, your love. Focus
on “titles” Ex. I AM a mother/father, I AM a friend, I AM a wife/husband, I AM a
Minnesotan. Take what you love to do + make a title.
Ex. “I AM an artist”, “I AM a yogi”, “I AM a runner.” Some of things you won't believe to be
true though still write them down.
2. You can use this practice as a vision board, journaling things and feelings you want to
bring into you life. It will seem interesting at first to list it using the words I AM though this
practice will invest energy into what you want to manifest.
3. As you practice look at all areas of your life, yourself / personal growth, family,
relationships, career, your vision, your faith etc. This practice unfolds in waves so it is okay
to write a lot and then pause and then begin again
4. As you practice and go forth look at areas that maybe you are struggling in (I call these
“your edges”) and journal what you most desire it to be. This is usually the opposite of
what you are feeling. Be Brave Here.
5. Ask yourself “WHAT DO I MOST NEED?”
Listen and then create an I AM affirmation from what you hear.
6. As you practice you may only hear negative thoughts, that is okay, we can use these to
write a positive affirmation. What is the opposite of what you are hearing? Think of the
guidance you would give to a friend if they were saying this. I AM here to guide you + if
you are open to me helping you I can - just raise your hand.
artofdailypractice.com
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7. As you practice invite those things you find yourself saying that are not so kind to
yourself and write a positive affirmation. Ex. I am not patient = “I AM Patient.” If you are
rushing around a lot “I AM grounded, I AM balanced, I AM centered.
8. As you practice you will hear “DUPLICATES” these are important, please write an
affirmation down until you stop hearing it. Duplicates are the affirmations your spirit wants
you to practice to strengthen the truth within you.
9. Sometimes you will write something down you may not understand - that is okay, you
will gain understanding as you practice.
10. At anytime during the practice if you need guidance to create an affirmation, raise your
hand + I will quietly come over and guide you.
11. We will hold space for everyone to move through this practice and honor the quiet
space.

NOTES
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TH E PRA CTI CE
VISION JOURNALING
THE INTENTION
- To collect your ideas + desires + vision
- To cultivate the vision within you + “manifest” (bring into existence) these good things

VISION:
To SEE your life in the light.
To SEE beyond what is in front of you + SEE with vision
(Capital S-E-E - to see with light | To see past the present moment)

THE CREATIVE JOURNALING PRACTICE

Meet Your Journal + Pen
For each line write the affirmation to strengthen your practice

I AM SEEing…
Fill in the blank with an idea, thought, feeling that you most desire to unfold
Build a list of 108 affirmations | Have a separate journal to use as your “vision journal.”
EXAMPLES:
I AM SEEing myself running a 10K race. I AM SEEing my strength. I AM SEEing myself traveling to
Hawaii. I AM SEEing myself healthy. I AM SEEing financial abundance.
I AM SEEing peace within me. I AM SEEing myself owning my own home.

THE AFFIRMATION PRACTICE
-PRACTICE reading your affirmations daily
- PRACTICE speaking out-loud your affirmations daily
- CREATE a single page of affirmations + display in your home, office as your “vision board.”

GUIDANCE + INSPIRATION
Use your “To Do” list + journal affirmations as if you are already accomplishing the task. Create
affirmations with the desired feelings you most want to feel. You may find this practice unique in
that you are stating you are doing something that you have not yet done or may not be sure how it
will happen or may not believe it is possible.
All of this is part of the “practice” and I ask you to go forth bravely and boldly meeting your journal.
You will SEE your present self move through and your creative spirit will begin to guide you.
This practice strengthens the energy to have what we most desire “manifest” in our life. You are
worthy to have your vision.
artofdailypractice.com
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TH E PRA CTI CE
GUIDANCE JOURNALING
THE INTENTION

- To cultivate the connection to your present self + practice receiving guidance to questions,
decisions and choices you carry.

TO ASK FOR GUIDANCE:
To take what you carry in your mind, document it down on paper to open the space you need to
receive guidance, clarity + understanding

THE CREATIVE JOURNALING PRACTICE
Meet Your Journal + Pen
For each line write the affirmation to strengthen your practice

I ASK + NEED GUIDANCE ON..
Fill in the blank with what you most need guidance + clarity on
This can be decisions, choices, things you are “wondering on”,
things you are “worrying” about, things you are unsure on what step to take, etc.
EXAMPLES:
I ASK + NEED GUIDANCE on a travel/trip you are taking.
I ASK + NEED GUIDANCE on expanding my business/or a specific project.
I ASK + NEED GUIDANCE on what color to paint my living room.
I ASK + NEED GUIDANCE on my health + wellness.
I ASK + NEED GUIDANCE on my plans for this weekend.
I ASK + NEED GUIDANCE on a meeting I have at work.

GUIDANCE + INSPIRATION
There is nothing to small or to big that you can “ask for guidance on”. Practice this practice in the
morning for anything you may have in your day you are wondering on or in the evening to help you
quiet your mind and rest. Have a separate journal and pen that you keep on your night stand as
your “guidance journal.” You may find that you journal the same things on a daily basis - this is
okay and strengthens your patience as well as keep the space open for you to receive guidance.
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